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Abstract. Exercise is an indispensable part of people's lives and is closely related 

to their health. Human Activity Recognition (HAR), which involves detects and 

analyzes human body activity, has become the focus of current research. 

Photoplethysmography (PPG) has advantages such as convenience for detection 

and low cost, and is widely used in wearable devices becoming an ideal choice for 

HAR. In this study, we used wavelet scattering transform (WST) to extract 

features from PPG and then performed activity recognition on it. We achieved 

excellent classification accuracy of 92.54% and 97.76% respectively in the 

experiments of three-class and four-class exercise detection. The results showed 

this method based on wavelet scattering transform and PPG can accurately detect 

exercise types and provide effective support for HAR. 
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1. Introduction 

Human Activity Recognition (HAR) refers to the process of automatically identifying 

and classifying human activities, has been an important research domain. Humans’ 

physical activity condition is a reflection of their physical health. By collecting and 

analyzing HAR data, can help people live a healthier lifestyle and prevent various 

chronic diseases[1]. So HAR has enormous development potential in several fields 

such as health care and monitorization of patient. 

In the past, activity recognition often required professional and cumbersome 

equipment. But with the development of integrated circuits and data analysis, a large 

number of sensors have been integrated into wearable devices, which has brought about 

the rapid popularization of activity detection [2]. Wearable devices can conveniently 

acquire various physiological and motion signals of the human body, provide variety 
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service including exercise intensity detection, sleep quality estimation, for users [3]. 

Among them, photoplethysmography (PPG) sensor is also one of the most common 

sensors in wearable devices [4]. These raw signals are quickly and simultaneously 

obtained, making HAR easier. 

PPG is a non-invasive method thought use of optical sensors to detect the blood 

volume changes with every cardia cycle, and is usually used to measure blood pressure, 

heart rate rhythm, hemoglobin oxygen saturation, etc., [5, 6]. Compared with the 

traditional cuffed sphygmomanometer, the PPG acquisition device is more convenient 

to carry and use, and does not need professional medical staff [7]. Compared to using 

various motion sensors or electrocardiogram (ECG) for activity recognition, PPG 

signals are easier to obtain and reduce the number of sensors and reduced costs. 

In recent years, many studies have attempted to use PPG for HAR. T. Mahmud et 

al. proposed a multi-stage neural network based on long short-term memory (LSTM) 

for human activity recognition [8]. The network extracted the time features from 

various physiological signals in the early stage and fused multimodal features in the 

later stage. The recognition accuracy can reach 83.20%. However, the recognition 

accuracy based on PPG was only 72.1%. E. Brophy et al. used the transfer learning 

method to classify the signal image of PPG, and obtained the accuracy of 90.8%. [9]. 

But plotting PPG images inevitably requires greater computation, which reducing the 

detection speed. 

However, collecting PPG signals in motion contains a large amount of noise, and 

motion artifact (MA) is the biggest problem limiting PPG for activity recognition [10]. 

So, it is very important to extract features from PPG before classification. A 

preprocessing step was proposed by M. Boukhechba et al. that they decomposed PPG 

into three types of signals: cardiac, respiration, and MA to predict different ambulatory 

activities [4]. T. Aydemir et al. used Hilbert transform to extract features, detected 

three types of exercise, and compared the classification results of various classifiers 

[11]. Under their three-class experiments of exercise detection, an average 

classification accuracy rate of 89.39% was obtained. 

In this study, we presented using wavelet scattering transform (WST) to extract 

features from PPG signal for the first time. WST is a new signal processing method, 

which was proposed by Mallat [12]. It can provide translation invariant and stable 

time-frequency resolution, and fully preserves the high-frequency information of the 

signal [13]. WST can simultaneously extract low-frequency and high-frequency 

features from signals, and the data volume of the extracted features is small, which is 

more suitable for detection. We extracted scattering features from PPG signals and 

generate scattering matrix, which were fed into support vector machine (SVM) for 

classification. The results showed that PPG signals transformed by WST can detect 

activity accurately. And the proposed method has a simple process, can greatly 

improves the detection accuracy in both three-class and four-class detection 

experiments. 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Database and Preprocessing 

The PPG database used in this study was Wrist PPG During Exercise database. It was 

obtained by D. Jarchi et al. of the University of Manchester in 2017 [14]. There are a 
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total of 8 participants in database, including 3 males and 5 females, aged from 22 to 32 

years old. Each participant was asked to perform a minimum of 1 type and a maximum 

of 4 types of exercise, including walking, running, low-resistance cycling, and high-

resistance cycling, with each exercise lasting no more than 10 minutes. The database 

consists of 19 recordings, length of each recording varies from 4 minutes to 10 minutes, 

with a sampling rate of 256 Hz. PPG recording was obtained through a sensor placed at 

the wrist of participants, and the device also synchronously recorded signals from 

gyroscopes, low-noise accelerometers and wide-range accelerometers. In addition, 

ECG recordings from the chest were also recorded at the same time. More details are 

shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Duration of each recording.

Subject ID Walk Run Low-Resistance Bike High-Resistance Bike
1 9:48 - 9:39 9:48

2 6:39 - 5:41 6:54

3 4:47 5:07 4:54 4:41

4 - 4:52 - -

5 - 5:08 4:40 -

6 5:36 5:02 4:40 -

8 6:42 4:47 - -

9 3:40 - - -

2.2. Wavelet Scattering Transform

WST is an improved method based on wavelet transform, suitable for feature extraction 

of non-stationary signals [15]. And it extracts features by convolution operations, 

complex modulus, and local averaging on the signal. Let ( )f t be the original PPG 

signal, �� represents Morlet wavelet function and J� represents the scale function.

Firstly, convolution of PPG signal and scale function can obtain the 0-th order 

wavelet scattering coefficients:

0 ( ) ( ) JS f t f t �� J�JJ (1)

By convolution, low-frequency features in signals can be obtained, but it also leads 

to the loss of high-frequency information. Then high-frequency information in the 

signal needs to be retrieved through wavelet modulus transformation [15]. PPG signals 

is convoluted with the complex wavelet functions �� to obtain the first-order wavelet 

modulus coefficients
1U :

1,1 ( ) ( ) , 1...
i

U f t f t i n��� �
1,i1

,
1 i�111111 (2)

Then, averaging the first-order wavelet modulus coefficients with scaling functions

J� , the first-order wavelet scattering coefficient can be obtained:

1,1, ( ) ( ) , 1...
ii JS f t f t i n�� �� �

1,i J1 i
,J1111 i1111 (3)
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Local averaging results in the loss of high-frequency information, we can repeat 

the above steps to obtain the second-order wavelet modulus coefficients:

1, 2,2 ( ) ( ) , 1... , 1...
i j

U f t f t i n j m� �� �� � �
1,i j2,

,
2 j22�11 2222221111 (4)

And second-order wavelet scattering coefficients:

1, 2,2, , ( ) ( ) , 1... , 1...
i ji j JS f t f t i n j m� �� � �� � �

1,i j2, J1, j2,
,J11 22 j22111 21 222 (5)

With an increase in the scattering order, the energy of the scattering coefficient 

rapidly decreases, and the energy of the scattering coefficient after second-orders less 

than 1% [13]. So in this study, we only used a second-order scattering network, as 

shown in Figure 1. In our second-order scattering network, the first-order Q1 and 

second-order Q2 were set to 8 and 1 wavelets per octave, respectively. The invariance 

scale was set to be equal in length to the signal segment length. A scattering 

coefficients matrix with size of 166×5 was converted was generated from a PPG 

fragment with a length of 10s and frequency of 256Hz by WST. 166 was the number of 

scattering paths, and 5 represented the number of time windows. When the segment 

length is 5s, a scattering matrix with a size of 121×5 can be obtained.

Figure 1. The wavelet scattering network used in this work.

2.3. Experimental Design

In the preprocessing section, we did not perform any filtering or down sampling on the 

original signal, just segmented the recordings. Due to the length of the original 

recordings are large, we fragmented the original PPG recordings into 5-second and 10-

second PPG samples, respectively. There was no overlap between all samples, and

remove the samples with insufficient length. The number of samples were shown in 

Table 2. Then, WST was used to extract features from PPG samples, generating the 

feature matrix. The matrixes were transformed into a one-dimensional feature sequence, 

which were fed into the SVM classifier for classification. The main block diagram of 

the proposed method is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Block diagram representation of the proposed method. 

 

We conducted a four-class classification experiments on four types of exercise 

recordings to test the feasibility of the proposed method for activity recognition. In 

addition, we also merged low-resistance bike and high-resistance bike into a bike set 

for three-class classification experiments. 

We divided the sample set into training, validation, and testing sets. In order to test 

the generalization of the method, we randomly divided 20% of the samples from all 

samples. These samples not used for model training and validation, and were only used 

as testing data. Then a 10-fold cross-validation was used for training and testing. 

Table 2. Number of samples used in four-class classification. 

Exercise Activity 5s 10s 
Training+Validation Testing Training+Validation Testing 

Run 238 59 118 29 

Walk 356 88 176 44 

High 203 52 101 26 

Low 283 70 141 35 

Total 1080 269 536 134 

In this study, we adopted a multi class SVM based on one-against-one (OAO) and 

linear kernel to classify PPG samples. Bayesian optimization method and random 

search were used to optimize the hyperparameters of the classifier. 

3. Results and Discussion 

The evaluation indexes used in this study are accuracy (Acc), recall (Rec), precision 

(Pre) and F1-score (F1). Their definitions are as follows: 

total total

total total total total

TP FNAccuracy
TP FP TN FN

�
�

� � �
  (6) 

i
i

i i

TPRecall
TP FN

�
�  (7) 

i
i

i i

TPPrecision
TP FP

�
�   (8) 
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Precision RecallF
Precision Recall
� �

�
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where TP is the number of true positives, it represents that the positive signals are 

correctly predicted as positive signals; TN is the number of true negatives, indicating 

that the signals are actually negative and the prediction are also negative; FP is the 

number of false positives, indicates that the signals are actually negative and 

incorrectly predicted as positive signals; and FN is the number of false negatives, it is 

the normal signals that are incorrectly predicted as negative signals. 

Table 3. The test results of the proposed approach. 

Theme Activity 5s 10s 
Acc Rec Pre F1 Acc Rec Pre F1 

Three-class Bike 97.03% 100% 100% 1.00 97.76% 100% 100% 1.00 

Run 89.83% 96.36% 0.93 93.10% 96.43% 0.95 

Walk 97.75% 93.55% 0.96 97.73% 95.56% 0.97 

Mean 97.03% 95.86% 96.64% 0.96 97.76% 96.94% 97.33% 0.97 
Four-class High 91.08% 98.07% 75.00% 0.85 92.54% 84.61% 88.00% 0.86 

Low 75.71% 98.15% 0.85 91.43% 88.89% 0.90 

Run 93.22% 96.49% 0.95 93.10% 96.43% 0.95 

Walk 97.73% 95.56% 0.97 97.73% 95.56% 0.97 

Mean 91.08% 91.18% 91.30% 0.90 92.54% 91.72% 92.22% 0.91 

Table 3 shown the experimental results of the proposed method. The four-class 

classification experiment on exercise types with 5 seconds of PPG signal samples, can 

obtained a classification accuracy of 91.08%, a recall of 91.18%, a precision of 91.30%, 

and an F1 score of 0.90. When using 10s samples, the classification accuracy reached 

92.54%, and the recall, precision, and F1 index reached 91.72%, 92.22% and 0.91, 

respectively. When classifying exercise types into three-class, using samples of 5s and 

10s can achieved classification accuracy of 97.03% and 97.76%, respectively. 

Through comparison, we can know that the features of low-resistance bike and 

high-resistance bike are more similar, so prone to misclassification in the four-class 

classifications, while in the three-class classifications, bike samples were accurately 

detected and completely distinguished from the other two class. And the 10s PPG 

sample contains more information than the 5s sample, resulting in more extracted 

features and higher classification accuracy. 

Table 4 shown the results comparison with other studies. These studies used the 

same database with us and used PPG signals for classification. Through comparison, it 

can be seen that all evaluation indexes of our method are above 91%. Our approach 

obtained a accuracy of 92.54%, comparable the results of the study by R.K. Bondugula 

et al. [16]. But our study has independent test sets, the result is more reliable. Result in 

this study is superior to the results of other studies, and the classification results are the 

best. 

Table 4. Results comparison with other studies. 

Research Method Theme Acc Rec Pre F1 
Mahmud et al. [8] Multi-Stage LSTM Four-class 72.10% 73.10% 71.40% 0.723 

Brophy et al. [9] CNNR Four-class 90.80% NR NR NR 

Almanifi et al. [17] Continuous wavelet transforms + Ensemble CNN Four-class 88.91% NR NR NR 

Bondugula et al. [16] Randomized kernels + MLP Four-class 93.15% NR NR NR 

This work Wavelet scattering transform + SVM Three-class 97.76% 96.74% 97.33% 0.9712 
Four-class 92.54% 91.72% 92.22% 0.9195 

NR: Not report 
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4. Results and Discussion 

In this study, a new method of extracting features from PPG using WST to recognize 

human activity was proposed. Extracting image features from PPG signals by 

scattering transformation and classified them with the SVM. The experimental results 

showed that among the four-class classification of exercise types, the classification 

accuracy, recall, precision and F1 of 91.30%, 91.19%, 91.42%, and 0.9125 can be 

achieved, respectively. In addition, we also done three-class classification experiments 

and achieved an accuracy of 98.86%. The results are better than other existing studies, 

suggest that using WST to extract features from PPG can accurately recognize human 

activities, and can be widely used in the field of HAR. 
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